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To Do list 

 

Subject Query Answer 
Set defences at 
locations 
(Advanced Rules) 

Should locations have a set 
defensive fortification value?  

Optional at map creation. This will 
add some flavour but give an 
advantage to the defender.   

Neutral Territories 
(Advanced Rules) 

Should Neutral territories have 
different force compositions  
ie NO battleships / 
dreadnoughts  
but have fixed defence 
requirements ie Towers & 
Bunkers. 

Perhaps Neutral territories *always* 
play the Home base assault 
mission?  
Or in addition to the location type 
they have a randomly determine 
core of defences.  
1 Land Core 
2-5 Naval Core  
6 Air Core 

Map Setup 
(Advanced Rules) 

Include rules for how the map 
is created  

i.e random location type 
Maybe random core defenders 

Maps 
(Advanced Rules) 

How do I set up a map? 
 

Add How to set one up 
Add considerations for location 
specific maps 
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CORE RULES 
Starting Locations 
 
The map will be basically locations linked by travel routes. Locations provide income for 
repairs and possibly other special effects (yet to convert this bit). 
 
All players begin with a secret base. This represents a mobile flotilla, a hidden underwater 
base, etc from which the player is launching their campaign. 
 
Great Powers* may choose to be either conquerors or raiders.  
Alliance Nations & Imperial Dominions always considered raiders.  
 
The major difference between a conqueror and a raider is that only conquerors may capture 
land. Conquerors begin the game as raiders until such time they have managed to capture a 
location, at which point their campaign of conquest has begun.   
 
For more details on who's who in the zoo see Spartan's document on Alliance Nations  
(See http://www.spartangames.co.uk/wp/wp/wp-content/spartanimg/dw-alliance-nations_updated.pdf) 

 
*The Great Powers are; 
Empire of the Blazing Sun ( EotBS) 
Federated States of America (FSA) 
Prussian Empire (PRU) 
Republic of France (FRA) 
Kingdom of Britannia (KoB) 
Russia (RUS) 
Coalition of Antarctica (CoA) 
 

Total Force Roster 
Each player creates a Total Force Roster (TFR) of all the squadrons available to them for 
use during the campaign. This roster is also used to track any experience, and 
advancements as the campaign progresses.  
 
- Great Powers begin the game with a 2,500pt fleet roster 
- Alliance Nations & Imperial Dominions begin the game with a 2,000pt fleet roster 
 
In addition, no more than 70% of the TFR may be spend on each Land, Air, Naval, 
Fortification categories. To use all the scenarios in this campaign each player will also need 
a minimum of 1 Bunker complex, 2 other fortifications, and at least 1 Titan transport. 
 
It's not an issue if you haven’t collected this many points, just add everything you do have to 
the roster. You will have the chance to add more during the campaign. All squadrons are 
purchased with their options, and can't be changed once purchased without spending Repair 
Points. Choose wisely. You may also increase the size of squadrons via Appeals 
(reinforcements).  
 
The TFR has no upper limit. Once the campaign begins your TFR will vary in size after 
almost every game. The larger your TFR the more flexibility you will have when selecting 
forces for battle. 
 
When you fight a battle you agree a Maximum Fleet Value (MFV) with your opponent and 
then select squadrons from the Fleet Roster up to this MFV using the Tournament Game 
composition restrictions (refer p42 v1.1 Dystopian Wars Rulebook). 
 

Commander 
Each player’s fleet has a commander (or an appropriately named leader for their faction) 
who represents the player himself. Over the course of the campaign, your commander will 
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collect renown points and gain in rank, and at the end of the campaign the commander with 
the highest renown is the winner. 
 
Once you’ve filled in your TFR, you need to fill in the details of your commander. He’ll need a 
name, and starts off with 1 point of renown. In addition, you must pick one ship in your fleet 
as his flagship. If this ship is involved in a battle then ‘you’ are there, and if you have 
sufficient renown you may use the Commodores ability multiple times. If the flagship is not 
there then you may not use the commodore’s ability multiple times. By default the 
commander joins the biggest ship in your fleet, unless specifically nominated otherwise by 
the player. The commander may choose to change his Flagship at the cost of 1 repair point.  
 
If the flagship is destroyed, then it is assumed that your commander manages to escape 
somehow. He may not have any further effect in that game, but you may choose a new 
flagship for him once the game is over. 
 
 

Fighting Battles  
In order for things to happen in the campaign players must fight battles! At its simplest level 
all players have to do is challenge any other player that is in the campaign to a game and if 
they agree then the game uses the additional campaign rules, as well as the rules used for a 
normal game.  
 
Campaign games include a number of extra steps which take place at the beginning and end 
of the game, these are described below. Unless stated otherwise all of the normal Dystopian 
Wars rules apply in a campaign game. 
 
Each time that two players have a game they both get what is known as a "campaign turn". 
Players may play as many or as few campaign turns as they like, and there is no 
requirement for all the players to play the same number of campaign turns in a campaign. 
 
The campaign turn uses the following sequence of play: 
 
1) Build-Up 
- Determine Initiative 
- Roll for Scenario 
- Select target location  
- Select Forces from Fleet Registry* 
 
2) Fight Battle  
Play Dystopian Wars (huzzah!) 
 
3) Aftermath 
- Claim Location 
- Adjust Renown 
- Promotions & Demotions 
- Ship Experience 
- Repairs & Withdrawals 
- Make Appeals 
 

BUILD-UP 
1. Decide Size of Battle:  
Players agree the MFV of the game. 
 
2. Determine Initiative 
Roll 2D6 a choose the highest to see who is attacker and who is defender. The player who 
rolls highest is the attacker. If one player has more locations than the other his forces are 
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stretched more thinly, so the player with fewer locations (including raiders) gains a +1 bonus 
to the chosen dice roll.  
 
3. Receive Orders 
Although fleet commanders have a large measure of autonomy, higher command still sends 
down the orders telling them what they must achieve next. In effect, the players get to decide 
what happens in the battles, but receive orders that direct the strategy they must follow, and 
the type of battles they will fight. To reflect this, one of the players must roll a D6 to 
determine what type of scenario is to be played.  
 
The Type of scenario is determined by the size of battle. Roll on the table appropriate to the 
game size you have selected.  

• Raid (400 - 600 points) 

• Battle (600 points or more) 
 
4. Decide Scenario:  
Roll on the tables below to determine which scenario is to be played, or if both players agree 
you can pick one from those listed for the type of scenario. An attacker with 21+ renown may 
choose the scenario. 

 
RAIDS 

D6 Roll Scenario 

1 Meeting Engagement 

2 Ambush 

3 Reconnaissance 

4 Assassination 

5-6 Convoy Duty 

 

4.1 Raider Scenarios: Raider fleets only ever make raids, they never take part in major 
battles. If you are playing a game larger than 600 points then it is treated as a major raid 
instead. Roll for the scenario for the major raid on the Raids table, but the size of the battle is 
increased to 600 or more points.  
 
Raids (less than 600 points) do not need to follow tournament compositions. Instead, the 
minimum one Large is optional (but you must select a large core before selecting any other 
large). In addition, Massive squadrons are not allowed. 
 
5. Decide Location: The attacker must select the location in which the scenario will take 
place. The location must be connected to one already controlled by the player via a travel 
route. If no locations are already held, any may be chosen. Other types of locations can 
affect the number of defences, as described elsewhere in the rules. 
 

6. Pick Fleets 
Both players must now pick their fleets using ships from their Total Force Register (TFR). 
The total value of the squadrons you pick may not exceed the points total you and your 
opponent have decided for the scenario you are to play. Note that you can’t change the 
details of squadrons on the register or adjust their points value at this stage – the squadrons 
you pick must come from your register and not be changed in any way. 
 

Fight the Battle:  
With the build-up completed all you need do now is roll for an optional sub-plot and then get 
fighting (huzzah!). 
 

BATTLES 

D6 Roll Scenario 

1 Land Grab 

2 Stronghold Attack 

3 Home Base Assault 
4 Epic Conflict 

5-6 Battlefield Supremacy 
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Spoils of War 
Whenever an attacker wins a battle, he may claim control of the location if it is connected by 
a travel route to one he already controls. The location can only be taken over by the player 
that won the battle if it previously belonged to the player that he defeated, or if it was 
previously neutral. 
 
Whenever an attacker wins a raid, he may count the opponent’s location where the raid took 
place as his own for the rest of this campaign turn (which is important, since the locations 
you control affect your ability to repair squadrons, etc). 
 
In both cases the winner may claim all derelict ships (including prizes) regardless of the side 
they were originally owned by. Each derelict is worth 1 repair point per starting 4 HP of the 
derelict (round down).  

 
Renown 
 
Renown can be gained for the following: 
Winning a battle or major raid +2 
Winning a raid +1 
Victory points earned +(VPs/100 round up) 
Sub-plots (variable) 
Each capital ship captured +1 
Fought commander with higher renown +1 
Fought fleet with higher points value and lost +1 
Fought fleet with higher points value and won +2 
 
Renown is lost for the following: 
Losing a battle -1 
Losing a raid -1 
Each capital ship lost -1 
Sub-plots (variable) 
 
Note: A commander can never be reduced below 1 renown point (you may be renowned as 
a bad commander, but you will be renowned nonetheless). 
 
 

Promotions and Demotions 
The player gains promotions according to their renown as shown on the tables below. It is 
possible to lose rank if you lose renown points.  
 
Rising up the ranks allows you greater command decisions. If the commander is present 
then they may use their fleet commodore multiple times as indicated by their rank. 
 
Generic Rank Table 
Renown Title Commodore 

Ability 
Multiplier 

1-5 Commander (1) 
6-10 Captain (2) 
11-20 Rear Admiral (2) 
21-30 Vice Admiral (3) 
31-50 Admiral (3) 
51+ Fleet Admiral (4) 
 
If you prefer a Nation specific ranks refer to these tables  
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NB: KoB, CoA and FSA use the Generic Rank Table 
 

 

Republic of France 
Renown Title Commodore 

Ability 
Multiplier 

1-5 Capitaine de 
Fregate 

(1) 

6-10 Capitaine de 
Vaisseau 

(2) 

11-20 Contre-Amiral (2) 
21-30 Vice-Amiral (3) 
31-50 Chef d'etat 

major 
(3) 

51+ Amiral de la 
Flotte 

(4) 

 

Russian Coalition 
Renown Title Commodore 

Ability 
Multiplier 

1-5 Kapitan 
tret'yeigo 
ranga  

(1) 

6-10 Kapitan 
pervogo 
ranga 

(2) 

11-20 Kontr-admiral (2) 
21-30 Vitse-admiral (3) 
31-50 Admiral (3) 
51+ Admiral Flota (4) 

 

Empire of the Blazing Sun 
Renown Title Commodore 

Ability 
Multiplier 

1-5 Chusa (1) 
6-10 Taisa (2) 
11-20 Chosho (2) 
21-30 Chujo (3) 
31-50 Taisho (3) 
51+ Sodaina 

Taisho 
(4) 

 

Prussian Empire 
Renown Title Commodore 

Ability 
Multiplier 

1-5 Fregatten 
Kapitan 

(1) 

6-10 Kapitan (2) 
11-20 Konteradmiral (2) 
21-30 Vizadmiral (3) 
31-50 Admiral (3) 
51+ Grossadmiral (4) 

Squadron Experience 
All squadron types except Robots are able to gain experience as the campaign progresses. 
 
Gaining Experience: Squadrons which fought in a battle and were not crippled or destroyed 
roll 2D6. If the roll is higher than 9 the squadron may roll on the Crew Skills table. For each 
improvement already gained the required number increases by +1. (ie a squadron with 1 
crew upgrade needs a 10 or more. 
 
Destroyed Squadrons: A squadron is considered crippled lost 50% or more HP. For 
squadrons total the HP when calculating loss of HP. Derelict squadrons count as having lost 
all HP for the purposes of this calculation.  
 
Destroyed Squadrons: Squadrons which are destroyed (ie, reduced to 0 damage points) 
must be replaced with a new squadron. Change their name on your fleet register. The new 
ship has no crew skills, and any refits that have been taken are lost (the rules for refits follow 
later on). 
 
Crew Upgrades Carriers Crews 

1. Die Hard Crew 
2. Salvage Crew 
3. Elite Crew 
4. Experienced Engineers 
5. Inventive Scientists 
6. Reassignment 

Carrier Crews only may choose to roll on this 
table instead 
 

1-2. Combat Launch 
3-4. Deck Crew 
5-6. Quick Launch 

 
The point’s value of the squadron is increased by 10% of its base cost for each crew 
upgrade it has and you’ll need to update your register appropriately. 
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Remember: Squadrons can be squadrons of 1 i.e. a Dreadnought.  
 

Repairs 
In a campaign, squadrons that have suffered damage must be repaired, and it is the number 
of locations a player controls that determines just how much damage can be fixed. 
Sometimes the locations under your control won’t be able to repair all the damage your fleet 
has suffered, in which case you can either withdraw the ships and send them to be repaired 
outside the sector, or you can let them limp on as they are until you have time to repair them. 
 
Repairs: Each location a player controls may repair a number of damage points. This varies 
depending on the type of location and your renown. The number of damage points different 
locations can repair is shown below. Renown is important because it helps with recruiting / 
press ganging extra crew, claiming resources and time in dock, etc. Note that all critical 
damage effects are repaired automatically, including ones which may not be repaired during 
a battle. Also remember that if the attacker won a raid he may count the enemy location 
where the raid took place as his own for this turn. You can use Repair points to bring 
squadrons back up to strength, in which case each squadron in the squadron is worth 1 
damage point. 
 
 

Renown Agricultural Penal Mining Industrial Secret 
Base 

Civilised 

1-5 1 1 2 3 3 1 
6-10 1 D6-4 2 3 3 2 

11-20 1 D6-3 2 4 4 3 
21-30 2 D6-2 2 5 5 4 
31-50 2 D6-1 3 6 6 5 
51+ 3 D6 4 12 12 6 

 
Withdrawals: Rather than using repair points any squadron may be “sent to the rear” for 
repairs. These squadrons are unavailable for the next game, but return fully repaired after 
the next game is concluded. 
 
Upgrades: Repair Points may also be used to add, remove or change upgrades to 
squadrons at the cost of 1 point per change. This includes Refits and Crew Upgrades 
however once removed they are lost. 
 
Note: Any unused Repair Points are lost. They cannot be banked. 

Appeals 
After repairs have been completed, both players can appeal to higher authorities for aid. The 
amount of help you can expect to receive depends on how well you’ve been doing, as 
measured by your renown. To reflect this, the number of appeals that may be made depend 
on the players’ renown as shown on the table below. 
 

RENOWN NO.OF APPEALS 

1-10 1 Appeal 
11-30 2 Appeals 
31-50 3 Appeals 
51+ 4 Appeals 

 

 
 

APPEAL GRANTED 

Reinforcements 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
Refits 4, 5, 6 

 
Appeals may be made for the things listed below. If you are allowed to make more than one 
appeal you can ask for the same thing up to two times (and may have each appeal granted), 
or you can appeal for different things – it’s up to you! However, you must declare what you 
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will appeal for this turn before determining whether the appeals have been granted. Having 
declared what you are going to appeal for, roll a D6 for each appeal to see if the appeal is 
granted. 

Refits 
Ships often have things added, or have equipment updated or improved in the field. This is 
called refitting, and in the campaign, you’ll get a chance to refit the squadrons under your 
command in order to (hopefully) improve their performance in different areas. 
 
A player who is granted a refit must choose one of his capital ships to undergo the refit, then 
roll a D6 to see what type of equipment system is upgraded. On a roll of 1 or 2 you receive 
an Engine refit, on a roll of 3 or 4 a Ship refit, and on a roll of 5 or 6 a Weapon refit. Then roll 
on the appropriate Refit table below to see exactly what you get. If you roll a result that the 
squadron already has, roll again until you get a result the squadron does not already benefit 
from. The points value of the squadron is increased by 10% of it’s base cost for each refit it 
has and you’ll need to update your register appropriately. 
 
D6 1-2 Engine Refits: 

 
3-4 Ship Refits: 
 

5-6 Weapon Refits: 
 

1 Dolphin Dipper Armoured Belly or 
Armoured Topside 

Air Hunter 

2 Hit & Run 
 

Convoy Duty 
 

Water Hunter 
 

3 Manoeuvrable 
 

Retardant Armour 
 

High Angle 
 

4 Sharp Turn 
 

Jettison Damage 
 

Minesweeper 
 

5 Streamlined Hull 
 

Radio Network 
 

Rapid Fire 
 

6 
 

Sturgium Boost Rugged Construction Redoubtable 

 
Each Weapon refit must be assigned to one weapon. 
 
 

Reinforcements 
When this appeal is granted you can add 1 capital class ship or a squadron of up to five to 
your fleet register for each success. Reinforcements use the exploding dice mechanic thus 
each 6 counts and 2 reinforcements and allows another roll. 
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FAQ’s 
 
Tips on TFR 
 

Any tips for putting together a 
TFR 

Double up! Make sure you have 2x 
the composition requirements for 
your core force so you always have 
something available. 

Models Leaving 
the Table 

What happens if a model 
leaves the table? 

Counted for VP unless stated 
otherwise in scenario but not 
destroyed for the purposes of repair.  

I’m getting 
smashed!  

My force has been hammered, 
any tips? 

Ease up on the battles and play 
some smaller point raids. This will 
reduce your losses (hopefully) and 
increase your renown. That in turn 
will give you more appeals and allow 
you to rebuild.  

Campaign Rules What rules from the campaign 
books should be used?  
i.e. Hurricane Season(HS) & 
Storm of Steel(SS) 

National Fleet Commodores(HS), 
Reinforced Cruiser Squadrons(HS), 
Towing(HS), Roads(SS), Dreadnought 
Strategic value(SS), Time of day(SS) 
(optional), Infantry(SS) 
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ADVANCED RULES 

Sub-Plots 

 
Each player may generate a sub-plot if they wish. Each sub-plot includes additional victory 
conditions, which may or may not complement your primary mission. In addition, you may 
gain or lose renown for achieving or failing in your sub-plot objective. This is given in 
brackets after the objective like this: (renown gained for completion/ renown lost for failure). 
For example, the Extended Duty sub-plot is (+1/0) which means you gain an extra point of 
Renown for completing it, but you will not lose any if you fail. 
 
 

LEGACIES OFWAR TABLE 

D6 
 

Sub-Plot 

1 Gunnery Practice. In most battles victory goes to the fleet with the best trained gun 
crews. It was not unusual for a fleet commander to order his captains to concentrate on 
gun drill training above all else.  
Prove the wisdom of your commands and inflict at least 1 point of damage on every 
enemy capital ship. (+1/-1) 

2 Extended Duty. Your ships are still suffering from damage sustained in previous 
engagements, or suffering serious shortages of manpower and ammunition. Roll a D6 
for each capital ship in your fleet. On a 1, it starts the battle with D3 damage points less 
than normal.  
Destroy/cripple more points of enemy ships than you lose. (+1/0) 

3 Blood Bond. Your Captains have been working together over an extended period and 
built up a great deal of camaraderie. They can push their crew to ever greater efforts to 
avenge a fallen comrade. Equally, if the fleet loses too many ships, morale will suffer 
badly. If one of your capital ships is crippled or destroyed, all the other capital ships in 
the fleet gain 
An automatic success for morale tests for the next turn. 
Finish the battle with less than half your capital ships crippled or destroyed. (+1/-1) 

4 Fleet Experience. Your fleet has spent a long period under the same commander and 
understands his plans and thinking. In some cases, they can even predict the fleet 
commander’s orders. Any ship within 10” of your fleet commander’s ship may use his 
re-roll any morale checks. 
Your fleet commander’s ship must survive the battle with at least 75% of its original 
damage left or lose the confidence of its subordinates. (+1/0) 

5 No Quarter! As the campaign drags on, your commander’s patience wears thin and 
battle plans are reduced to no other objective than to blast the enemy!  
Cripple/destroy at least half the points value of the enemy fleet. (+1/-1) 

6 Vendetta. As the war progresses, islands are razed and populations enslaved or killed. 
AN enemy ship has become infamous for its exploits so it will be a real boost to morale 
if this vessel can be destroyed. Nominate one enemy capital ship to be the object of 
your vendetta.  
Cripple or destroy the nominated capital ship. (+1/-2) 
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SCENARIOS 

Reconnaissance (Raid) 
  

Of all the commodities of victory, none is as important as intelligence. You must know who 
and what you are fighting or you will be ill prepared to defeat the foe. Recent enemy activity 
in your command area has worried your superiors, and you have been sent out to identify 
these newcomers and, if possible with your small task force, eliminate them. 
  
Forces: The Attacker has 100 points (or 25%) less than the Defender. 
  
Preparations: Terrain is determined randomly. The defending player sets up his force in a 
zone at least 12” away from each table edge. The attacking force enters in turn one from any 
ONE table edge. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Scenario Special Rules: The attacker is trying to gather specific information about enemy 
vehicles. To do this, they must get in close enough for experienced crewmen to study the 
ships’ power plant, weapon configurations, etc. To Study a ship the player may dedicate any 
amount of its normal AD from any (P) or (S) attacks to focus on the enemy ship. This does 
not count as an attack, and cannot damage the target in any way. However, if the vehicle 
meets or exceeds the target’s DR it has achieved a partial success for a bonus equal to half 
the VP value of the target (rounding up). If it meets or exceeds that target’s CR, it has 
achieved full success for a bonus equal to the full VP of the target. There is no penalty for 
Attacking vehicles that leave the board; defending vehicles that flee yield half their VP. 
  
Game Length: 6 turns or until one force has no vehicles left on the board. 
  
Victory: Normal Victory Points are used. Bonus VPs for scanning can only be earned once 
per vehicle class. 
 

12” 

12” 12” 

12” 
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Meeting Engagement (Raid) 
  

Every war is defined by a few massive battles that are forever memorialized in the history 
books. Behind every one of those battles, however, are hundreds of smaller clashes that 
only matter to those who live and die by them. 
  
Forces: Both forces have equal points. 
  
Preparations: Terrain is determined randomly. Deployment zones are opposite edges, 12” 
in and 12” from the neutral sides. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Scenario Special Rules: None. 
  
Game Length: 4 turns or until one force has no models left on the table. 
  
Victory: Normal Victory Points are used to calculate the winner.  

12” 12” 

12” 12” 
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Ambush (Raid) 
A brave strike force has laid a trap for a much larger enemy force. In a daring raid that will 
test all of their skills and abilities, they must inflict the most damage possible and then 
withdraw before the enemy can bring their larger numbers to bear. 
  
Forces: The Attacker has 100 (or 25%) fewer points than the Defender. 
  
Preparations: The Defender deploys all of their forces within 12” of the centre of the table 
facing one short table edge. The Attacker chooses one edge parallel with the direction of 
travel of the defending force. The Attacker may place any terrain they wish bordering their 
edge. All other terrain is generated randomly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Scenario Special Rules: The attacker brings their force on by activating one squadron at a 
time, moving and shooting as normal. Defending Tiny Flyers may leave from any board edge 
except the Attacker’s, Attackers must leave from their original board edge. 
  
Game Length: The game lasts until the Attacker has no models left on the table, either 
through withdrawal (moving off the board edge) or enemy action. 
  
Victory: Normal Victory Points are used to calculate the winner. The Defender gains no VP 
for Attacking ships that leave the table. The winner is the force that scores the most VP. 
 
 

   12” 
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Convoy Duty (Raid) 
  

Although the history books speak most often of the daring force actions and skies darkened 
with the columns of smoke from the burning forces of the defeated, quite often wars are won 
or lost based on lines of supply. The bravest crew in the strongest ship in the world cannot 
win if they have no food, water, or ammunition. 
  
Forces: The Defender must include a minimum of 1 Titan transport. The Attacker reduces 
their force by 100pts per Titan transport. 
  
Preparations: Terrain is determined randomly. The Defender deploys in a 10” circle in the 
center of the table. The Attacker moves each squadron on from either long edge, 3 feet from 
the destination edge, in their first activation. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Game Length: The game lasts until all Transports have left the table or been destroyed. 
  
Victory: The scenario uses Victory Points. However, the Attacker gains 100 VP for each 
Transport he manages to sink, the Defender gains 200 VP for each Transport that escapes 
off the opposite short table edge. 
  
 

   10” 

   36” 

   36” 

Destination Edge 
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 Assassination (Raid) 
Sometime, in war, an enemy craft must die no matter the cost. An entire enemy force may be brought 
to action solely to destroy a single vehicle. Maybe force intelligence believes it carries an important 
personage, or experimental equipment, or maybe it has been too successful, and it’s continued 
existence damages morale. For whatever reason, the Powers that Be have decided that this vehicle 
must die. 
  

Forces: There is an Attacker and a Defender, both have equal Force Points. 
  

Preparations: Terrain is determined randomly. Deployment zones 8” deep: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scenario Special Rules: The Defender deploys first. The Attacker secretly chooses a single 
enemy model after deployment to be worth double its normal VP if it is destroyed or taken as 
a prize. The Defender wins first turn initiative. 
  

Game Length: 6 turns or until one force has no models left on the board. 
  

Victory: Normal Victory Points are used, with the exception noted above. 
 

8” 

8” 
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Epic Conflict (Battle) 
Sometimes the objectives in battle shift quickly, and what seemed greatly important one moment is 
trivial the next. Only the best commanders can follow the elusive thread of victory in this type of 
environment. 
  

Forces: Both forces are of equal size. 
  

Preparations: The forces will deploy along opposite table edges, within 12” of that edge. 
Terrain should be determined normally. In addition, players will take turns placing 3 
objectives each. The first objective placed MUST be in contact with their board edge. No 
objective can be within 12” of any other.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Scenario Special Rules: Objectives (use oil rigs from Spartan website Storm of Steel) 
count as being Indestructible Massive models with no other stats. You “control” an Objective 
as long as you have the only AP on the Objective, or the only MODEL within 6” of it. 
  

Game Length: The game ends; 

• At the end of turn 3 or 4 when TWO Mission Objectives are achieved 

• At the end of turn 4 roll a die: on a 5 + the game is over, any other result the game 
continues.  

• At the end of turn 5 the game ends on a 3+  

• The game automatically ends on turn 6.  
 
The player with 2 mission objectives, or the most, wins. If a tie, go to VPs 
  

Victory: Mission Objectives:  

• Control two Objectives on foe’s side of the table 

• Control foe’s Home Edge Objective 

• After Turn 3 foe has NO models on your half of the board 

• Destroy foe’s most expensive model  

• Control all 3 Objectives on your half of the table 
 

Players earn a bonus of 100 VP for each Objective achieved at the end of the game. 
 
 
Storm of Steel download  
http://www.spartangames.co.uk/wp/wp/wp-content/spartanimg/storm-of-steel-tokens-and-templates.pdf) 

12” 

12” 
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Land Grab (Battle) 
Ships are powerful, but sometimes you must control the tiny islands of the deep waters to control the 
waves. You have been entrusted with the landing of troops on a target island, but you are not the only 
force trying to claim the island as your own. 
  

Forces: For 2 – 4 players. All forces are equal. 
  
Preparations: There is a medium/large island in the centre of the table, otherwise, terrain is 
determined randomly. If there are only 2 players, both forces are deployed along opposite 
board edges, 8” in. If 3 or 4 players, deploy in 10” squares in the corners. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Scenario Special Rules: The island is home to a small forward underground base. The 
base itself is well-dug in and cannot be damaged. However, it may be ‘boarded’ as normal. It 
has the following defensive statistics: AP6, AA4  
 
All AP landed on the island must be tracked, and must, in their own activation, launch an 
assault on the AP of any other single player, OR the island’s defenders. 
  

Game Length: The game ends at the end of any turn when one player has more AP on the 
island than any other player, and/or the defenders. 
  

Victory: The force with the most AP onto the island by the end of the game wins. 
 

8” 

8” 
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Battlefield Supremacy (Battle) 
The time has come to crush the foe decisively! Massive forces have been brought into position. When 
the guns fall silent this day, there will be no doubting who may call this area his own. 
  

Forces: Both forces have equal points. 
  

Preparations: Terrain is determined randomly. Draw a line from one corner to the midline of 
the opposite long table edge. This and the mirrored area in the opposite corner are the 
deployment zones. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scenario Special Rules: None. 
  

Game Length: 4 turns or until one force has no models left on the table. 
  

Victory: Normal Victory Points are used. In addition, divide the board into 2x2 squares. A 
player earns a bonus 100VP  for each 2’x 2’ square in which they have the only active, 
unbroken models. 
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Stronghold Attack (Battle) 
 

Every war is defined by a few massive battles that are forever memorialized in the history books. 
Behind every one of those battles, however, are hundreds of smaller clashes that only matter to those 
who live and die by them. 
 

Forces: Both forces have equal points. The defender must take at least 3 fortifications. 
 

Preparations: Terrain is determined randomly. Deployment zones are opposite edges, 12” 
in and 12” from the neutral sides.  
 

 
 

 

Scenario Special Rules: None. 
 

Game Length: 4 turns or until one force has no models left on the table. 
 

Victory: Attacker automatically loses unless the fortifications are all below half HP.  If all 
enemy fortifications are at ½ HP then score victory points as normal to determine winner.  If 
all enemy fortifications are reduced to 0HP, Attacker automatically wins. 
 
Notes: this scenario is a great opportunity to undertake a beach assault using the transports 
from Hurricane Season. For an additional challenge the Defender should take a Land core 
force and the Attacker a Naval core.  
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Home Base Assault (Battle) 
  

There comes a time when victory in the field is not enough. To truly defeat the enemy you must leave 
him no base from which to operate. Once a commander has built up sufficient forces and nerve it is 
time to dare the ultimate objective: the enemy’s home base itself. 
  

Forces: The Defender must use 30% (max 400 pts) on Fortifications, and must include one 
Bunker Complex. 
  

Preparations: A large island or hill is placed 6” from the middle of one short table edge. 
Other terrain is generated as normal but the Defender places it all (except for pieces won in 
a Strategy Point bid). The Defender deploys his bunker complex on the hill, and the rest of 
his force within 12” of the home base, and the Attacker enters in turn 1 from the opposite 
table edge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Game Length: 6 turns or until the base has been destroyed (reduced to 0 HP) or reduced to 
0AP. 
  

Victory: If the Defending player has more AP in the base at the end of the game, he wins. If 
there are no Defender AP and at least one Attacker AP in the base at the end of the game, 
or the bunker is destroyed, the Attacker wins. Any other result is a tie. Points are awarded as 
for VP’s, with a bonus of 50 for each Gun Emplacement destroyed.  

 

 

6” 

12” 


